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HDR stands for “High Dynamic Range“

HDR creates photos with gorgeous, impossible detail and clarity.

What most modern digital photographers refer to as HDR, is what we shall be focusing on tonight.

A method of combining image data from multiple or single digital images to create one photograph 

with remarkable detail, within the highlights and shadows of the subject. 

What  is 
 HDR Photography?

It is a technique used in imaging and photography to reproduce a greater dynamic range of luminosity than is 
possible with standard digital imaging or photographic techniques.
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When HDR first appeared on scene many photographers got hung up on the grunge look.

Which in turn gave HDR a negative feeling with a lot of photographers and viewers.



A typical grunge look photograph processed in Aurora HDR 
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But HDR does not necessarily need the grunge look.

Beautiful clear, full colour images can be produced when processed in HDR software. 



Photo processed in Photomatix Pro 5, with 5 images at +1 exposure aperture stop each.



You are on vacation and take a photo of an interesting barn interior.
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It is not exactly what you remember seeing with your eyes. 
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What you remember seeing is more like this

An HDR image
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Why our camera doesn’t see like our eyes

Dynamic range is one area where our eyes are often seen as having a huge advantage.
If we were to consider situations where our pupil opens and closes for different brightness regions,

then yes, our eyes far surpass the capabilities of a camera image and can have a range exceeding 24 f-stops..

However, in such situations our eye is also dynamically adjusting like a video camera. 

So this arguably isn’t a fair comparison.

That is why your vacation image you remember seeing is not what your camera gave you.

Your camera will give you a still image with a single F stop i.e. 2.8

Your eye is giving you a multiple F stop video image and that is what you are remembering.
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Single shot raw image, processed with HDR software. 

Multiple 3,5,7…images Raw or Jpeg processed with HDR software. 
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Some cameras, especially newer models, offer an HDR mode that will process your 
image to HDR right in the camera. The HDR mode will work differently depending on your 
camera, but generally it will automatically bracket multiple exposures, blend them 
together in the camera, and save the result as a separate image. This can be an easy 
way to get started with HDR if your camera offers this mode, but it’s not always the best 
option. Some cameras only save the finished HDR image as a JPG rather than as a RAW 
file, and discard the bracketed exposures. The HDR mode can be a nice way to get 
started, but depending on your camera it may restrict your options for processing the 
image. In most cases you will get the best results, and the most flexibility, by processing 
the image yourself, with software specialized in HDR images.
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It may be a nice image but you have zero control over the result.
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For real HDR, you shouldn’t use a single raw image and expose it several times as some people suggest.

This is unnecessary, as you can use the Shadow and Highlight recovery and adjustment brush in Camera 
Raw or Lightroom to bring out the same amount of detail in the photo.

Also there has been misinformation, using the term “Single Image HDR”. This is known as pseudo-HDR. You 
can’t get HDR from a single SDR, standard dynamic range photo. It’s like having a “single speaker stereo”, 
the digital information just isn’t there. You can apply a tone-mapped effect to a single image for a grungy feel. 
It’s psudo HDR, but not to be confused with true HDR.

Single camera raw image, processed in HDR software 
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Cameras are limited to the amount of image detail they can record when the sensor is 
exposed to light. Whether you’re using auto settings or taking images manually, using 
skilfully tuned settings, your goal is trying to take  advantage of the available light to 
maximize the detail in the final image. The problem is, when you are shooting in heavy 
shadows and bright lights, you are forced into losing detail in one range or the other.




Multiple 3,5,7…images Raw or Jpeg processed in HDR software  

Cameras are limited to the amount of image detail they can record when the sensor is 
exposed to light. Whether you’re using auto settings or taking images manually, using 
skilfully tuned settings, your goal is trying to take  advantage of the available light to 
maximize the detail in the final image. The problem is, when you are shooting in heavy 
shadows and bright lights, you are forced into losing detail in one range or the other.


A skilled photographer can tune their exposure to achieve great detail in shadows or 
highlights or choose the middle of the road exposure solution, and lose some detail at both 
ends of the image. Lots of detail in the shadows can give you thin, washed out highlights, 
while good detail in those same highlight areas will result in all shadows immediately 
jumping to a solid, dark black. 
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Shoot Raw if possible
The whole  point of making HDR photos is to take advantage 
of expanded dynamic range. 

You’re working with more data in order to include more detail  
 in the images

Therefore, it makes sense to start with as much 
 image information as possible.

If your camera supports shooting in raw mode, use it. 
A raw image  contains all the data captured by the sensor and  
hasn't been compressed by the camera into a jpeg  
permanently losing some of your data.

Don’t get me wrong you can absolutely create HDR photos from  
JPEG originals, but you won’t have the same flexibility as raw files.
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Here’s the easy version, step-by-step.


Set your camera  ISO to 200 to 400 

Set exposure mode to Aperture Priority (exposure time changes)

Set your camera to take a series of bracketed photos as rapidly as possible.

3 5 7 shots, more is better. Use tripod if possible.

Choose your scene, it should be bright and with key items static,

moving clouds and leaves on distant trees are OK. 

But flying pigeons and moving cars are not.

If your camera has image or lens stabilization turn it on, 

unless you are on a tripod, turn it off.

If the sun is to one side or behind you bracket exposures 1 stop.

If the sun is in front or there are very bright areas e.g. 

a white building in full sunlight, bracket exposures to 2 stops.

Take your images
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IN SUMMARY

You make three or more bracketed exposures in Aperture Priority as quickly and steadily as possible.

Then combine them using HDR software.

 It’s that simple.
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Lightroom 6 or CC 
HDR with  

5 images at +1.0EV each
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Processed in Photomatix adjusting tone and a little creative work on the background
All taken manual on a tripod with remote, at F11



Aurora HDR Pro with  
5 images at +1.0EV each
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All images taken 5 bracketed exposures hand held at F6.3

Processed in Aurora and using fixed presets.
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Because HDR can be such a polarizing topic, it often feels like you have to either love it or 
hate it. Some photographers are viewed as “HDR photographers” rather than just  
photographers. You don’t need to have a strong love or hate for HDR. Be open to using 
HDR when it’s appropriate and you will find that it can improve the quality of your photos 
even if you lean toward a more conservative use. And don’t feel like you have to force 
every photo into being HDR..


YOU MUST EITHER LOVE OR HATE HDR




20 HDR Software Programs
		 Aurora HDR 2017

		 EasyHDR 3  
		 Photomatix Pro 5 
		 HDR Projects 5  

		 Oloneo HDR 

		 SNS-HDR 

		 Machinery HDR  

		 Dynamic-Photo HDR 

		 HDR Darkroom 3  

		 HDR Expose 3

		 Nik HDR Efex Pro 

		 Luminance HDR 

		 PaintShop Pro 

		 Picturenaut 3

		 Fusion 

		 FDR Tools 

		 Adobe Lighroom CC  
		 Canon DPP 4.0 

		 Photoshop CC 

		 PhotoStudio Express 3 




Questions?


